
maker’s mindset
DESIGN INTENT
Design Library
Unleash your creativity in this studio space that 
embodies the essence of design. The raw industrial 
aesthetic, inspired by the neighboring district, is evident 
in the repurposed white oak joists transformed into 
wood ceiling baffles, adding a touch of character from 
Jasper headquarters.

Step through the portals on each side to discover 
unique features:
Side 1: The pegboard wall is a flexible way to hang 
finishes and display other materials – it can be 
reconfigured for different visitors & functionality.
Millwork storage provides a place for project drawers 
and material samples.
Ample millwork storage awaits, providing a dedicated 
space for project drawers and material samples, 
ensuring everything is organized and easily accessible.
Side 2: The media side of the space has a monitor, a 
cork pin-up area and dry-erase glass panel for 
collaboration and sharing visuals. Storage includes a 
trash pull-out.

Captivating Allure
The casual, residential lounge series speaks the same 
language with residential, honest detailing like the false 
welt, comfort wrinkles, leather accents, etc. Shown in 
leather, which is intended to patina with age, is a 
perfect addition to this creative space.

CUSTOM MAKER TABLE
Rectangle Table | 48”d x 108”w x 42”h
Solid maple plank tops are layered at different sizes to 
allow for access to items below and create a footrest.
Metal Frame: Copper Brown
Casters: Industrial casters for mobility
Power: Nik Power Unit with woven cord

MACKEY STOOLS
Bar Stools with Upholstered Seat Pad
Upholstery: Kvadrat Arda 0351
Leg: Fawn (White Oak)
Metal Trim: Silk Grey

Collaborate > Concept > Create.
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https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/mackey?item_id=505
https://www.jsifurniture.com/documents/248/08a-Makers_Mindset.sif
https://jasperwebsites.blob.core.windows.net/resourcelibrary/Design%20Days%20CMFAV%20%3A%20SIF%20Files/CMFAV%20files%20%2B%20sifs/08a-Makers%20Mindset.cmfav


maker’s mindset
CUSTOM LIBRARY TABLE
Gather a group to share a presentation or spread finish 
samples out for a project on this custom work table.
-Wood frame in white oak with rounded corners
-Forbo linoleum top with solid wood edge
-Bag hook Indie knobs on the ends

Rectangle Table | 48”d x 108”w x 42”h
Edge Profile: 1 3/16" Square
Legs: Fawn Oak (on White Oak)
Top: Forbo 4174 Conifer Linoleum/Fawn Oak Edge
Power: Nik Power Unit with woven cord 

JUDE STOOLS
Bar Stools with Upholstered Seat & Back
Upholstery: Kvadrat Raas 222
Leg: Fawn Coordinate

Collaborate > Concept > Create.

DESIGN INTENT
Design Library
Unleash your creativity in this studio space that 
embodies the essence of design. The raw industrial 
aesthetic, inspired by the neighboring district, is evident 
in the repurposed white oak joists transformed into 
wood ceiling baffles, adding a touch of character from 
Jasper headquarters.

Step through the portals on each side to discover 
unique features:
Side 1: The pegboard wall is a flexible way to hang 
finishes and display other materials – it can be 
reconfigured for different visitors & functionality.
Millwork storage provides a place for project drawers 
and material samples.
Ample millwork storage awaits, providing a dedicated 
space for project drawers and material samples, 
ensuring everything is organized and easily accessible.
Side 2: The media side of the space has a monitor, a 
cork pin-up area and dry-erase glass panel for 
collaboration and sharing visuals. Storage includes a 
trash pull-out.

Captivating Allure
The casual, residential lounge series speaks the same 
language with residential, honest detailing like the false 
welt, comfort wrinkles, leather accents, etc. Shown in 
leather, which is intended to patina with age, is a 
perfect addition to this creative space.
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https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/jude?item_id=139
https://www.jsifurniture.com/documents/249/08b-Makers_Mindset.sif
https://jasperwebsites.blob.core.windows.net/resourcelibrary/Design%20Days%20CMFAV%20%3A%20SIF%20Files/CMFAV%20files%20%2B%20sifs/08b-Makers%20Mindset.cmfav


maker’s mindset

Cāav
Modular

Accent 
Pillows

CĀAV LOUNGE
Single Seat | 34.25”d x 39.5”w x 30.5”h
Upholstery: Maharam Brush Affogoto
Wood Legs: Mineral (White Oak)

INDIE POUFS
Round Pouf | 18”d x 12”h
Upholstery: Maharam Washi Kalamta
Square Pouf | 27”d x 27”w x 12”h
Upholstery: HBF Crafted Cloud Oyster
Wood Base: Fawn Coordinate (Birch)

INDIE TABLE
Rectangle Lounge Table | 25”d x 55”w x 16.5”h
Veneer: Fawn (White Oak & White Oak Trim)
Wood Legs: Mineral (White Oak)

Collaborate > Concept > Create.

DESIGN INTENT
Design Library
Unleash your creativity in this studio space that 
embodies the essence of design. The raw industrial 
aesthetic, inspired by the neighboring district, is evident 
in the repurposed white oak joists transformed into 
wood ceiling baffles, adding a touch of character from 
Jasper headquarters.

Step through the portals on each side to discover 
unique features:
Side 1: The pegboard wall is a flexible way to hang 
finishes and display other materials – it can be 
reconfigured for different visitors & functionality.
Millwork storage provides a place for project drawers 
and material samples.
Ample millwork storage awaits, providing a dedicated 
space for project drawers and material samples, 
ensuring everything is organized and easily accessible.
Side 2: The media side of the space has a monitor, a 
cork pin-up area and dry-erase glass panel for 
collaboration and sharing visuals. Storage includes a 
trash pull-out.

Captivating Allure
The casual, residential lounge series speaks the same 
language with residential, honest detailing like the false 
welt, comfort wrinkles, leather accents, etc. Shown in 
leather, which is intended to patina with age, is a 
perfect addition to this creative space.
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https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/caav?item_id=344
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/pillows?item_id=553
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/indie?item_id=17
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/indie?item_id=23
https://www.jsifurniture.com/documents/250/08c-Makers_Mindset.sif
https://jasperwebsites.blob.core.windows.net/resourcelibrary/Design%20Days%20CMFAV%20%3A%20SIF%20Files/CMFAV%20files%20%2B%20sifs/08c-Makers%20Mindset.cmfav

